
With thousands of goods in the accounting
system, it can seem incredibly difficult to keep
track of the inventory status and stock on hand for
each item. 

However, this will be a thing of the past, once you
start using Item Status, which makes
administration of an item's full life cycle easier and
more flexible thanks to fewer manual steps and
more automated processes. 

Item Status

FULL CONTROL OVER ITEMS AT PROCESS
LEVEL

“A little tool with a
big impact, because

it makes
administration of

goods and inventory
easier and more

flexible”
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An item is being phased in and can be tested but not sold yet
An item is being phased out and cannot be repurchased, but has surplus stock
that can be sold
An item is being phased out and therefore should not figure in bills of materials

Smart and easy management of goods and inventories
Item Status helps you to automatically manage the life cycle of an item. You
indicate which processes are authorized or unauthorized, and in that way, the tool
gives you full control of what happens to an item, and optimizes and facilitates
administration of goods and inventory.

Avoid purchases of discontinued goods – sell the surplus stock
When you use Item Status, you can indicate with processes what you want to
happen in the different cycles of an item’s life, for instance when:

By indicating the status at process level, the tool automatically keeps track of what
should happen to the item.

No more manual management of goods and inventory
With Item Status the days of manually managing goods and inventory at detailed
level are over. Instead, say hello to an automated process that will save you time
and unnecessary administration in the accounting system.  

Who can use Item Status?
The tool can be purchased for and used with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business
Central and Dynamics NAV. Item Status is easy to set up in Dynamics 365
Business Central or NAV, where you indicate the status of the respective goods to
automatically control management of the stock at process level. 

Learn more
We would be happy to give you a demo and tell you more about how Item Status
can spare you and your organization unnecessary administration of goods and
inventories. Contact ProFacto here.

About ProFacto A/S
We are a Certified Microsoft Dynamics Partner and your professional sparring partner with special solutions for
Microsoft Dynamics® 365 Business Central and Dynamics NAV. Since our establishment in 2004, our focus has been on
manufacturing companies, primarily from the technology and mechanical industries, as well as the medicinal and Life
Science sectors. All companies, regardless of their area of activity, can benefit greatly from our solutions.

Get automatic

control of the item's

life cycle, optimized

inventory status and

stock on hand

Item Status

Contact Information
ProFacto A/S  I  Lyfaparken  I  Måløv Byvej 229 G, 1  I  DK-2760 Måløv
+45 31 31 07 00  I  info@profacto.dk  I  www.profacto.dk/en
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